Firmware Release Note
1 Release date : April 22nd, 2011
2 Version of updated firmware : R1515
3 Updated contents to R1515 from R1510
A) Disk information dialog
We changed disk information dialog like below.

B) Showing track number and actual title for ripping CD by the unit of track.
When you rip CD by the unit of track, dialog window shows track number and actual title in case
that the CD information is in the FreeDB database.

C) Time setting change
We added manual time setting and time format like below.
Without internet connection, you can set time and change time format, 24hours or AM/PM.

D) Funtion to get information on Ripping result and converting result
Place cursor on the Album in the Music DB and press INFO button of remote control.
You can see the result of ripping and converting like below picture.

E) Prompt response to OSD language change
When you try changing OSD language, the language changes promptly as selected before going
out from SETUP menu.

F) External storage function.
When you connect X10 to computer with USB cable, the screen of X10 shows 'In USB Mode'.
Remote control does not work in this mode. If you disconnect X10 from PC with safety removal,
X10 will return to normal mode within 3~5 seconds.

G) Volume table adjustment
We reduced volume level in low level volume.
H) Title mode in Music DB was added.
You can do filtering by the title and run Search function by the title like below.

I) Display check(√) in each selected item of SETUP menu.
J) Display next Alarm set time also on the screen of Stanby(clock) in case that you set Alarm time.
K) Display small "mute" icon continuously on the bottom line of the Playing screen only,
if MUTE button is pressed.
※

Not finished functions yet. We are now doing jobs for these.
1 Recording function to record the audio which comes from Line(AUX)-In to the hard disk of X10.
2 There are some internet radio stations which are not played properly by the X10. This is caused
by some stations which are streaming with mms or ASF protocol.
We are now doing job for above two issues. Our target to clear it is by end of May, 2011.
Thanks for your patience in advance.

※

Welcom other function recommendation
If you have any recommendable functions or you want to change current functions,
please do not hesitate to suggest them to us. We are ready to discuss with you.

Thank you very much !!!!!!!!!!

